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i
ON THE
1 WEEKS NEWS
N By Arthur
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Italy Threatens
Double-faced Policies
Brittains' True Justice
The Trade Treaty
Original Intent

i

** *

The latest fiasco from the Italftn-Ethiopian struggle came when
Jilussolini threatened to boycott
'taly's "foes" if sanctions were imjosed. It takes all the wind out of
1 Duce's arguments to ask it, but
levertheless, just what, specifically
^*an Italy do, and if she does it what
'Ufference will it make
' The most significant point
•^ in the whole communication
was Ambassador Rosso's smile
^ when he said that the United
States was out of the sanc^ tions picture. If the people
^' want, as they do, complete neu" trality, not supplying the bel^ ligerants with materials, and
^ the rugged individualists in
, and
this country
won't cooperate.
the gove
make them cooperate, then
something should be done
about it or we don't have a de-. 'mocracy.r,: And when the ambassador of one
jf the belligerant powers, can smirk
4t reporters while telling them that
;;ffe are lying when we say we are
jiot aiding the belligerants, then we
nust either do something about it
ijuickly or give up all pretense of
graving any national honor whattjver.
t- President Roosevelt's speech on
Armistice Day rather shows the
character of American governmen,l pacifism. He announced a
ade agreement with Canada,
hich he praised as a step toward
vorld cooperation and pacifism. He
^ivas correct on that point. Also,
:he pact will probably prove most
i^sneficial to both countries. Then
; praised the huge navy of the
nited States and the army—as
^neans of avoiding wars. He was
incorrect on that point.
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FLAMINGO TO OFFER PRIZES TOTALING $ 2 , 0 0 0
E
IS SCHEDULED
FDR WEEK-END

Will Head Young
ReDublicans

J

Campaign Smile?

The administration has announced that there will be no
official motorcade this year to
the Miami football game on
Friday, November 22. As a result no blanket excuses will be
issued for the trip.
However, it has been announced, students who are in
good standing scholastically and
socially will be issued special
permission by
the
student
deans.
All requests for such permission must be filed with the student deans not later than 5:00
p. m. today.
Requests received after this afternoon will
not be given consideration.

Students Urged to Support
Team at Coming Miami
Game
By a Staff Member
This week end Rollins (or rather those students who are up in
their studies and who can scrape
together enough money) will be
Miami bound, to witness what
promises to be one of the best
games of the football season, and
to otherwise take in the sights and
pleasures of that city.
Some of the juniors and seniors
will remember the Miami jaunt
two years previous when the whole
college turned out en masse, motorcade and all, to invade Miami
for a glorious victory. Nor will
the native Miamians forget the
incident. Hotels, amusement parks,
swimming pools, in short all the
splendor and glory of the famous
resort was turned over to the visitors, and the visitors accepted the
hospitality.
At that time it was planned to
have Miami come here the following year, not only the football
team, but following our example,
the entire college.
For some reason this plan was
not carried out, nor is there to be
a motorcade going to Miami this
year. The friendly, for one year,
annual get-together between the
two colleges is not to be carried
out this week. However, by next
year this may again become customary and that this plan, so admirably started, will be revived.
Those wishing to go to the Miami game this year must obtain
permission from their respective
professors to be absent from class.
If girls are planning to go they
must have permission from home
and must be properly chaperoned.
All girls planning to go should
see Dean Sprague as soon as possible. There will be no motorcade.
The game will be played Friday
evening.

Permission for Weekend
Must be Obtained
Today

The G. O. P. campaign to enroll
16,000.000 young men a n d
"Beat Roosevelt"
i an energetic and
confident leader in J. Kenneth
Bradley, above. 32-year-old Connecticut lawyer.
Bradley recently was chosen by Chairman
Henry P Fletcher to direct the
movement.

RURGEIS VfllEfl
RY PRESS ONIRN
Accounts are Approved
Meeting Last Week

at

LABORATORy PLAY
PLEASES AUOIENGE

At the meeting of the Publications Union in Professor Wattles'
classroom last Friday afternoon
were definitely set and
for the several undergraduate publications of the college.
Dawson and Warren Give The budgets approved were: for
Best Performances
the Sandspur: §1,581.50, for the Tomokan $2,950.00, for the Flamingo,
By a Staff Member
§618.50,
and for the "R" Book
The Rollins Laboratory Theatre
presented its first production on $50.00.
h If you give a little boy a
Friday,
November
15,
at
8:15
p.
{•• hatchet, you must expect him
Last year the Sandspur had an
m. in Recreation Hall. An upi. to try to chop something. And
roarious comedy was the vehicle appropriation of $1815, or $233.50
« in questions of war and peace
for the actors who gave an ad- more than for 1935-36. The Flathe nations of the world are
m i r a b 1 e performance, to the mingo receives $96.50 less than
« not so grown up as we would
great delight of the audience.
last year when the appropriation
^ hke to think them. If you
As a group, and individually, the was ?715. The Tomokan is the
i give them fighting machines,
actors caught the spirit of the only publication to get a larger
'• you must expect them to try to
play, and kept up the fast moving appropriation this year than last,
•I fight someone.
tempo throughout the three acts. the difference being $90.00 more
The National Broadcasting ComHonorable mention goes to Ruth than the §2,860 appropriated last
Dawson for her performance as a year. There was no "R" Book
lany
of
ring
charming, but utterly unscrupulous published in 1934-35.
Jreekly broadcasts on "Our Foreign
French countess. Alberto Warrolicy".
The broadcasts come
ren, as Ambrose Peel, gave a lively
After the several organizations
ft^ednesday evenings for fifteen
interpretation of a ballyhoo adver- had received their allotments of the
ninutes starting at a quarter of
tising agent. Peter McCann, as $5200 fund allowed for undergradeleven and ending at eleven. Last
the stubborn father, and Si Vario, uate publications, discussion was
jveek. President Roosevelt's policy
as the stubborn son, were good held as to the proceeds of the ad)f doing two diametrically opposed
in their respective roles. Sidney vertising revenue from the new
Along
with
every
other
profes;hings at once was taken to task,
sion, the profession of being a col- Millar played the role of the building program of the college.
5ut not in those words.
lege student is over crowded, says clever secretary, and Howard EdIt was unanimously decided to alThe Walter P. Chrysler inno less an authority than the New wards, Helen Jennison, and Willow the Tomokan the lion's share of
terests, an outstanding exYork Times, after a survey of 67 liam Pearce had minor parts.
the profit from this source when it
ample of America's touted rugand universities.
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
was voted to give the year book
ged individualism and money
60%
of these funds regardless of
j making, not to mention stock
whether the Tomokan carried the
market manipulation, came out
copy
or
not. Twenty per cent goes
on the short end of a 3270,000
to the Sandspur and a like amoxmt
judgment last week in the
to
the
Flamingo.
British courts of justice.
John Bills presented the details
Britain's justice has always been
By Jean Parker
With suggestions that dance floors be made of tarantulas and that of the prize contest for preparaleld up as an outstanding example
l>f where people don't "get away le Dean of Men knew all the time where students went when they tory and high schools which the
anted to dance, the first Student Body meeting of the year held for Flamingo is to run and these plans
vith things." Court decisions, as
were unanimously approved in
n the Chrysler shares case, would iscussion pui-poses veered slightly off on the humorous side.
general, any minor adjustments to
Such an atmosphere was sea
lave done a great deal to stop
be
left to the discretion of the
the
subly
too
light,
pay for improvements in the gym
nany abuses which money corpora5 the gay and the building would then be Flamingo staff.
aons have indulged in if they had ject up for c
of "to dance, or to the
In regard to the prize contest for
)een handed down by judges in our
available free of charge for such
the local stories for the Flamingo,
ocal be( !r gardens." Under the
>wn country fifty years ago.
iuspices of O. D. K. plans have organizations.
the matter was left to the magaIn the open discussion it was zine staff with the understanding
At this writing not much is
need for the erection of a
• known about the Canadianfloor in Recreation Hall, making suggested that an outdoor floor of that the maximum prize to be offerAmerican trade treaty, but if
the building a meeting place for terrazo (sometimes 'called taran- ed would not exceed §)25 for a single
it lowers the exorbitant tariff
students, large enough for the en- tula) be built, thereby leaving Recissue. Bills announced that this
tire student body and smooth reation Hall free for dramatic
on imported liquors and thus
classes and athletics. With several could not be determined until after
enough for dancing.
forces prices down. It will not
the finances were arranged in more
only raise the quality standAt the suggestion of Daniel Wi- instances cited of the difficulties
detail.
•ard of American drinking but
nant that the expense of the floor encountered when playing basketbe met by contributions of the ball on a recently waxed floor, it
also deal a hard blow to bootstudents of five dollars or more, seemed that opinion was in favor
'e^ging.
I In upholding the Guffey coal act, the response was loud and long, of the terrazo floor. But when
federal Judge Elwood Hamilton though not of the vein desired by the question of cost arose, the
ieclared that Congress had the the members of 0. D. K. It was idea did not seem as popular.
Striking a new high in ambi?ower to regulate prices and wages pointed out that the money would
Don Cetrulo was elected Presi•R any industry which bears on the be deposited in the college treas- tions, Mila Gibbons proposed that dent of the Freshman Class in the
public good and interstate com- urer's office and would be refund- we try to interest other people in election held on Monday, Nov. 11.
Jierce.. He held that the courts ed to the students if at the end of our predicament and perhaps get
By agreement of the class the
»re powerless to review such a de- three weeks the necessary amount enough donations to warrant the vice-presidency and the secretaryerection of a separate building to
nsion by the legislature when facts was not collected. But even this
ship were limited to girls. Arlene
guarantee did not satisfy the stu- serve as a student union. This is
support Congresses opinion.
Brennen and Alice Booth were chodents and it was believed that the the ultimate hope of O. D. K. but
sen for those offices of the new
plan would be completely floored it is a bit too far off now to be of
*' . . . The people of the
class. Jack Deeves was elected
if such a condition was necessary. much use.
states intended to surrender
Treasurer.
Ending
in
the
usual
Rollins
all the rights they had to proSpeaking in favor of the oak
The list of candidates follows;
mote the general welfare that
floor for Recreation Hall, James manner with the appointment of a
For President: Cetrulo, Makemcould not be done by the states
Holden spoke well and to some committee, the meeting adjourned,
son
and Wakefield; for Vice-Presito
meet
at
a
later
date
to
hear
the
acting independently. . . .",
length of the amounts spent by
Hamilton said. And he was
fraternities, sororities and other report of the committee on defin- dent: Brennen, Hill, Bigelow, and
correct; otherwise why did
groups for dance floors when they ite estimates of the costs of each Whyte; for Secretary: Booth, Priowished to entertain.
Such an floor and to vote finally on the leau, and Whitley; for Treasurer:
they form the United States at
Deeves, Smith, Giltinan, and Webb.
amount, he said, would more than matter.
all.

f

(Complete Campus Coverage)

Discussion Of Types Of Floors Takes
Place In O.D.K. Sponsored Meeting

Cetrulo, Brennen
Freshman Leaders

SCHOLARSHIPS AND
CASH TO BE GIVEN
FOR BEST STORIES
First

Short

Story Contest In History Of
Is Annoaced
In Detail In Issue
Published This Week

Magazine

Prizes totaling $2,000 in cash and scholarships will be paid to
students in secondary schools for the best original short story submitted to the editors of the Rollins College Flamingo, it was announced
last week.
-*—
The conditions of the contest,
given in detail in the first issue of
the Flamingo, college literary magazine, state that the competition
is open to seniors in high schools
and secondary schools in the
United Stat.es.
The first prize will be a cash
award of $200, with a literary
Rollins R a d i o Committee scholarship valued at §800. The
second prize will be a literary
Makes Resolutions
scholarship valued at §650, and the
third prize, a literary scholarship
In order that Rollins College may valued at $350.
present Radio programs over
The four stories ranking next
WDBO comparing favorably with highest will be awarded "Honorpresentations of other representa- able Mention".
John C. Bills, editor of the Flative educational institutions, the
mingo, is in charge of the confollowing resolutions were recently test. The announcement states
adopted:
that "all manuscripts must be submitted to the principal or head1. Every program shall be made master of the local school who,
out in full at least one month in with a committee appointed by
advance of the time of presentation. himself, will select the best stor2. Said programs shall set ies to represent the school. The
stories must reach John Bills,
forth,
a. The names of the respec- Winter Park, Florida, not later
tive participants and the than April 1, 1936.
"Announcement of the schools
numbers they will sing, play
and students winning prizes will
b. The names of composers. be made in the May issue of The
c. The speakers name and the Flamingo. The story winning the
subject upon which he will first prize will be published in the
May, 1936, issue.
talk.
The national short story contest
d. At least one rehearsal is
is the first of several changes
required.
which have been planned for the
3. Speakers shall be allowed 14 Flamingo. According to Editor
minutes—1 minute being occupied Bills these improvements have
in opening and closing announce- been made possible by the inments.
crease in size of the magazine and
Nature of programs will be of the revenue obtained from adThe Flamingo issued
placed in College Calendar every vertising.
week. Publicity manager will ad- this week carries more advertising
vertise programs as often as pos- than has any other issue in the
ten year history of the publicasible.
tion.
It is the conviction of this
No contest of this nature has
committee that to be a good Radio
(Continued on page 2, col. 7)
speaker, one must, of necessity, be
)od oral reader and that, therefore, manuscripts must be complete
order to exclude speaking of an
extempore nature.

RULES AflOPTEO

Dunne tiic comiug presidential
campaign you'll probably see
t h i s photograph frequently.
Friends and aides of President
Roosevelt liked It so much that
it will undoubtedly be reproduced profusely during the next
year. It shows Mr. Roosevelt
bronzed, happy, and relreshefl
after bis recent vacation.

CONTRACT GIVEN
Mr. Cone to Start Dormitories
in Near Future
Harry C. Cone of Winter Park
has been awarded the contract to
construct five new dormitories at
Rollins college at an aggregate cost
of $231,950, the executive committee of the board of trustees announced Saturday afternoon.
The decision in favor of Cone was
made after Pres. Hamilton Holt
and Treas. E. T. Brown of the college and Trustee William R. O'Neal
conferred in Jacksonville Saturday
morning with state officials of the
PWA.
Mr. Cone's bid was the lowest of
three submitted on Nov. 8. G. W.
Hessler, Inc., Jacksonville, the firm
which built the Knowles Memorial
chapel, the Annie Russell Theatre
and Pugsley and Mayflower halls,
residents for women, submitt'eU a
bid of §234,500. The Frank A.
O'Hare company. Inc., of New York
bid^ i,00.
Mr. Cone has been a resident of
Winter Park for six years and has
been the contractor for several of
the most beautiful homes in the
city. He built the A. P. McAllaster
residence at 160 Alexander Place;
the R. B. Barbour home, the W. M.
Scott home, and Mrs. George L.
Noyes' home, all on I'nterlachen
Avenue; and the home of Mrs.
Maud Sanders on Georgia Avenue,
among others.
According to the terms of the
Continued on page 2, col. 5)

5:30 p,
6:45 p,
8:15 p,

The final resolution was the suggestion that the programs be timely, that is, whatever may be the
subject, apply it to life as it is today.
The foregoing resolutions were
adopted by the Radio Committee on
November 6, 1935. On the Radio
Committee are: Mr. Ralph Clark,
Mr. Bruce Dougherty, Miss Clara
Butler, Miss Helen Moore, Mr. John
Rae,
Mr. Donald Biddle a n d
Professor H. R. Pierce, Ch

REV, V, CHICOINE
TOOIVEADORESS
"The Darkened Brow" Topic
for Chapel This Sunday

The guest speaker in the Knowles Memorial Chapel Sunday, November 24, will be the Reverend
Victor B. Chicoine, pastor of the
Congregational church of Winter
Park, Florida.
The subject of the sermon will
be "The Darkened Brow". Rev.
Chicoine delivered an address in
Ithe Chapel in the fall of last
I year. He was received so enthusiastically that the Chapel ComWEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20
Assembly in the Annie Russell Theatre presented by the mittee in charge has been anxious
that he speak again before the
Conservatory of Music
Rollins audience.
The program
Organ Vespers
Sunday promises to be one of the
0. D. K. dinner
most vital and interesting of the
Studio Club meeting
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21
Rev. Chicoine was born in CamMeeting of the Senior Class in the Chemistry Lecture
bridge, Mass., and received his
Room in Knowles Hall.
education at Boston University and
Key Society dinner in Beanery
the Boston Divinity School.
Touch Football—Theta Kappa Nu vs. Rho Lambda Nu
He has had successful pastorates
Touch Football—X Club vs. Phi Delta Theta
at Lynn, Mass., and at Lydonville,
Basketball—Kappa Kappa Gamma vs. Cloverleaf
Vt. LydonviU is the home of one
Gamma Phi Beta vs. Independent
of the oldest New England acadFrench Club meeting at Mrs. Bowman's home
amies, and Dr. Chicoine has had
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22
an unusually large number of
Football game with the University of Miami at Miami
young people connected with his
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 23
church. He has preached before
Morning Meditation in Knowles Memorial Chapel
many college and university audiRev. Victor B. Chicoine, speaker.
! ences, and is a frequent contribuKappa Alpha Theta open house and tea
] tor to several important magaStudent Forum in Frances Chapel led by Dr. Stone
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 25
(zines.
Touch Football—X Club vs. Theta Kappa Nu
I His stirring sermons were esChase Hall vs. Rho Lambda Nu
pecially notable for the sincerity
Basketball—Kappa Kappa Gamma vs. Phi Beta Phi
of their messages, their direct and
Independents vs. Cloverleaf
I courageous presentation of a pertsonal gospel, and its application
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27
I to the world of today.
Thanksgiving Assembly, Knowles Memorial Chapel

WKDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 20, 1933
THE R O L L I N S S A N j ) S P U R

TWO

I S , JONES PLANS
YEAR FOR CLUR
s t u d e n t s ' M o t h e r s Club Begins Membership Drive
Mrs. Gordon Jones, who was
awarded the Rollins Decoration of
Honor at the recent Semicentennial Convocation, has announced a
membership drive to enlarge the
students' Mother Club.
The purpose of the club is not
only to promote the welfare of
Eollins, but also to bring each
member into a circle of acquaintance. Its beginning was explained
by President Hamilton Holt when
he conferred the award:
"Dora Lou Jones, to have an infirmary for Rollins College has
been the dream of every administration since the college was established.
It was only three
years ago, however, that you organized the mothers of Rollins
students into a club, and you as
leader of that group made the
dream come true.
"Now, thanks to your untiring
devotion and energy, we have an
infirmary that is able to cope with
all the ordinary needs of the college, under the supervision of two
excellent trained nurses. In recognition of your devotion to a
need which appeals to all and especially to every mother of a Rollins student, I have the honor to
confer upon you the Roll"
Decoration of Honor and admit
you to all its rights and privileges."
Mrs. Jones is confident of the
future growth and success of her
already large organization.

Dr. Miles Krumbine
Stresses Effort of
Individual in Talk

The Emory University debaters, (Continued from page 1, col. 6)
of Atlanta, Georgia, will make
bid, the contractor will begin conannual visit to Winter Park
to meet the Rollins debaters on struction of the dormitories withm
P r o g r a m of H e a l t h a n d Saf16 days after the contract has been
Thursday, November 21.
e t y E d u c a t i o n Laid
The teams will debate on thc Pi signed.
Construction of the five new dorKappa Delta question for 1935-36,
The college student who pins "Resolved, That Congress Should mitories will be financed by a loan
L the Red Cross membership but- Be Permitted by a Two-Thirds of $276,000, to Rollins from PWA
„ n in this year's annual member- Majority Vote to Override Any 6-4 funds. The loan is for a period of
ship Roll call links himself with Decision of the Supreme Court, 30 years.
organization he remembers at Declaring a Law UnconstitutionThree of the dormitories will be
home or sees in projects of relief al." It will be a non-decision de- for men and two for women. The
and rehabilitation throughout the bate. Rollins will take the affirma's dormitories will be built adcountry.
tive. The debate will be held be- jacent to Eollins hall and will be
After graduation he will find fore one of the Tourist Clubs in connected to Rollins hall by a logthat there are many calls for col- Orlando.
. The residences for women will
trained young people in all
On Wednesday evening, David
placed adjacent to Pugsley and
es of the work of the Araeri- Bothe and Sterling Olmstead will
Mayflower halls.
Red Cross. If the graduate speak on the affirmative of this
All the new buildings will harlikes excitement he can find it in question before the Winter Park
Red Cross disaster and emergency chamber of Commerce. Perry Old- monize arcKitecturally with the five
w structures erected at Rollins
operations everywhere. Last year ham, Marita Steuve, and James
the past five years. These show
three were 128 disasters—floods, Holden will speak for the negathe Spanish-Mediterranean influfires, tornadoes, shipwrecks, epi- tive.
ence in design. Eichard Kiehnel, of
demics of disease, hurricanes and
storms.
Kiehnel and Elliott, Miami, the
architect in charge, designed the
A program of health and safety
Annie Russell theatre Rollins hall
education supplements the Red
for men, and Pugsley and MayflowCross services of relief and reThe Rustic Inn, situated on Lake er halls for women. Ralph Adams
habilitation, and volunteers can
find work that will be valuable to Ivanhoe in Orlando, opens Novem- Cram was the architect for
the community and of great bene- ber 23, under the personal man- Knowles Memorial chapel.
agement of Louis Capello.
fit to their own careers.
Each of the new residences will
Mr. Capello, the manager, has
Membership in the Red Cross
been
a resident of Winter Park for have accommodations for 20 to 25
keeps the student in touch with the
students.
When completed, the colworld-wide activities of that or- the past fifteen years.
Andy Anderson, the master of lege expects to be able to house all
ganization and may be the key
its boarding students on the camceremonies,
and
Hallie
O'Day,
who
which will open a wide door of oppuus. This year, the college is hirportunity for service in the future. does the dance specialties, head the
iiig 11 houses off campus as resiThe Roll Call period began on floor show. Harry Graham and
dences for students. It is expected
his
Rustic
Inn
provides
the
Armistice
Day and
continues
Wide • liety, a delicious cuisine that the new residences will be comthrough Thanksgiving. The Red
pleted in time for occupancy with
easonable
prices,
will
maki
Cross calls on those who will be
this place delightful. Party reser- the opening of the fall term of
(Continued from page 1, col. 3) its future leaders to join the oritions are a specialty, while the 1936.
ganization now and begin to preThe play was excellently direct- pare for the work of the coming lunch menu is always available
Reservations may be made by call
ed by Gulelielma Davis except for years.
PATRONIZE
ing 9294.
the first act which was slow in
OUR ADVERTISERS
getting under way.
The sets
Statistics
recently
published
formed realistic and fitting backshow that in the last five years engrounds. The costumes were berollment in engineering and archilypewriter Headquarters
coming, but the lighting was not
tectural courses in c o l l e g e
Sales a n d Service
up to standard. The voices of the
throughout the country has drop- New Portables, $39.50 to $62.50
actors were clear, and carried to
On Wednesday morning the Con- ped 26 to 35 per cent. Reason:
All Makes Used Typewriters
every corner of the large hall, al- servatory presented the following many architects and engineers find
though the diction was occasional- tudents in a recital at an All it impossible to get jobs.
19 E. Pine St. Orlando
ly sloppy.
College Assembly in the Annie
Phone 4822
Russell Theatre: Dante Bergonzi,
Claudelle McCrary and Ruth MelSpot Light Dresses
cher, violinists; Lillias Parker,
exclusive with
Sally Hammond, and
Eleanor
Giessen, pianists; and Hazel Bowcontralto.
The first regular Sunday EveJefferson Court Bldg.
ning Forum for students will be
N. Orange Ave., Orlando
held in the Frances Chapel November 24th at 7:30 o'clock.
Dr. Wendell Stone will lead the
discussion on "The Foundation of
Restaurant—Winter Park
the Religious Experience."
A good place to eat.
Plate
Seymour Ballard is the chairman lunch 35c. Sizzling steaks, sea
of the Chapel Committee in charge. food at all times. Sunday turkey dinners, 60c.

Dr. Krumbine of
Cleveland,
Ohio, delivered an address entitled "A World Fit for Heroes"
last Sunday, November 17, in the
Knowles Memorial Chapel.
Dr. Krumbine stressed the fact
that a world fit for heroes was not
me of luxuries and quiescence with
Its problems solved but the world
of today—turbulent, the tasks of
which must yet be done. In our
thought we have tended to diminih the importance of individual
effort.
Dr. Krumbine stated "We are
ighed down with an oppressive
feeling of futility.
We have
equated pessimism and despair
with intellectual power. We must
capture a profound and sincere
feeling that individualism
can
count. Nor must we associate individualism with egotism—selfconfidence and over-confidence."
True individualism is not composed of eccentricities, he maintained. The individualism of St.
Francis of Assissi leads to happiness, the happiness of the man who
is accomplishing something worthwhile.
In conclusion Dr. Krumbine said
"Jesus embodies these ideals and
it is He we worship and to Him
we cling like ivy which can only
climb as high as that to which it
clings."

Law School Chosen
by Rollins Students
For Graduate Work
The older members of the student
body will remember Lloyd Toll,
George Sully, Charles Brooks and
Maurice Dreicer, former Rollini
students. They are now making
names for themselves in other
lines of study.
All are attending Law school.
Toll and Sully are at the University of Florida, Brooks at George
Washington University, and Dreicer at the University of Pennsylvania. While at Rollins, these students took an active part in the debating activities.
Brooks has won a coveted medal
given each year to the student who
ranks highest in Equity Jurispru
dence. Brooks has further distinguished himself by having been elected to the office of editor-in-chief of
"The Docket", George Washington's year book.

RED CROSS OPENS
AiOAL ROLL CALL

The Rustic Inn Will
Open This Saturday

Laboratory Group
Presents Amusing
Well Acted Farce

Davis Office Supply

Dr. Stone Will Lead
Discussion in Forum

Mabel Wicht

FOR MORE

FOOD VALUE

ARNOLD'S

It is essential that all students report at the Tomokan
office tor their picture at the
assigned time. The photographers have been contracted for a
limited time, and there will be
no reappointmentments.

Scholarships Are
To,Be Awarded in
Flamingo Contest
(Continued from page 1, col. 7)

before been sponsored
Rollins College, or any of its detments or publications. It is
the hope of the editors, as stated in
"Editorial Notes," published in
this week's edition, that the interest in creative writing will be
ncreased by the announcement of
the contest.
The scholarships will be furnished by the administration of
Rollins College, but they will be
known as "Flamingo ScholarMrs. Donald S. Allen will speak
ships". If the contest proves sucon "Italian Painting" at the Art
ful, the announcement has
Seminar on Thursday, November been made that the competition
21.
will be held annually.
Mrs. Allen is a graduate of Syra
cuse University, where she received
The surveyor makes the asser.
the College of Fine Arts, the detion that only 30 per cent of
^ ee of Bachelor of Painting. She
young college men and women are
taught for four years in the Art
capable of thinking for themselves,
Department of Ohio Wesleyan Uni•h means that the other 70 per
ity. She is the wife of Donald cent are just being "carried along".
S. Allen, Instructor in Stage Craft,
at Rollins College.
The Art Seminar, held each
Thursday at 10:45 in the Art Stu
lio, is open to members of the im
nediate families of the faculty and
;taff.
DRUG STORE

Mrs. Donald Allen
Will Speak at Art
Seminar Tomorrow

COLONIAL

Soda — S a n d w i c h e s
Cosmetics

Indication of returning stable
business conditions is seen in the
increasing amount of gifts to colleges and universities.

I HEARD IT

Grover Morgan

It Pays to Look Your Best

Swiss Bracelet Watch Expert

EDA'S

COLONIAL STORE

Phone 66

Let Pete

Latest style

P r i c e $25.00

Ford Service

Pete, the
.Tailor, Inc.

Tires Batteries

Phone 6101
/idXl^.W. Central Ave.
Orlando

We Solicit Your Business i

Cozy Comfort

STEVENS
SERVICE
GARAGE

Tuxedo

$3.95

On Lake Ivanhoe
Snappy Dance Music

Second Floor

Phone 9294 for Reservations

Yowell-Drew Co.

1434 N. Orange Ave., Orlando

THE
STUDENTS STORE

COLLEGE COMMONS

YARNS AND YARNS
AT

THE BOOKERY

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY

Phone 402

BEAUTY SHOP

you

RUSTIC INN

or any other place—
get one of our twin sweater sets ]
in navy, green, royal or rust.
All wool, with hish round necks
on both the short-sleeve blouse
and long-sleeve coat, the latter
buttoning from top to bottom.
Sizes 34 to 40.

SERVING THE

The Students' Jeweler

for the

T h e B e s t Chicken, S t e a k
and Spaghetti Dinners a t
the

BELL BREAD

„..„.j Swartz suffered an attack of
chronic appendicitis and the following day was moved to the
Florida Sanitarium, where Dr.
Burks operated on her.

146 E. Park Ave.

How to Stand Out
in a Stadium

Use

GARY'S

Friends of Margaret Swartz,
nurse at the College Infirmary,
will regret to learn that she is
ill in the Infirmary. Last week

French Dry Cleaners

Instructions

Books for Sale

"Established Half Century"

For Knitting

or Rent

W i n t e r P a r k Office
348 E . P a r k A v e .

Phone

for
Cool Nights

GREASING SERVICE
PAR EXCELLENCE
Phone 9173

121 Lyman Ave.

Home Town Concern

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

Balbriggans

Helena rubinstein lipstick

Orlando, Phone 7690-7313

COLLEGE PHOTO SERVICE
Ski

"REILY" Photographer
Wes. Dennis and Jack Scanlon, Agents

Bottoms

and

regular

t r o u s e r s in a wide a s s o r t m e n t of colors.

You'll need

t h e m from now on.
For the Best in Food Stuffs

_ _

Students Must Report at
Set Times for Tomakan

Wednesday Assembly
Is Given by Students

Miss Swartz, Nurse,
Sick in Infirmary

Winter Park, Phone 413

Harry C. Cone Is
Emory Debaters To
Awarded Contract
Meet Rollins Team
For New Buildings
In Orlando Thursday

Thames'

_ .^

MARKETESSEN

LOUIS*
North Orange Ave.

Puts a shine on your lips! Gives them that fresh,
dewy look. It's alluring, DIFFCRENT, permanent. And
it does wonders for dry, chapped lips. See the newest
Terra C o t t a , a bright, warm flattering shade. In Light
and Medium. Then, too, there's Red Poppy — a
dramatic accent; Red Coral, Red Raspberry—and
"Evening" for all types after dark. In smart, new
automatic cases, 1.00. W a t e r Lily Grande—^the lipstick that lasts a whole semester, 1.25.
Vivid, becoming rouges to m a t c h — 1 . 0 0 . Helena
Rubinstein's new Persian Mascara fringes your lashes
with fascination! Blue, Blue-Green are smart. 1.00.

MCELROY'S PHARMACY
Orlando, Fla.
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THE

Kents* Greenland Appeals
To Critic Of ''Salamina''

Sage of Potato
Hill in South-

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

All Entering Students
To Take Test Thursday
The Psychological Tests sponsored by the American Council
on Education will be given to
all entering students, during
seminar period on Thursday
morning, November
21, in
Knowles Hall.
Exact assignments will be announced by the office. No excuses will be accepted as these
tests are required of all entering students.

THE

Inquiring Reporter

By a Staff Member
First of all this is not a travel book, but the long-awaited book by
(Each week the inquiring reporter will ask representative
one of America's most distinguished artists. Rockwell Kent has alstudents their opinions on pertinent questions.)
ways impressed me as being strikingiy like William Blake in his mind
and art. This impression was correct, I discovered, when several
What do you think of the Sandspur?
summers ago I asked one of Kent's daughters if her father was much
Seymour Ballard—I honestly think the Sandspur is a good
under Blake's influence. She replied that he was and had read and
paper, and just as honestly, feel that it could be better.
kept on hand Blake's works.
William Twitchell—The Sandspur can hold its own among
I suppose no one has brought
the college papers of the country, but its a shame that the
Greenland so vividly to us as
front page has to be cut up the way it is, just for the sake
Kent. He makes us all want to
of a columnist repeating week old news.
go there. And in this volume he
continues to make the life and the
H.
Abbott—The Sandspur should
its conference
country inviting.
He achieves
title
this through his mode of writing,
which is not to be sensational or
Fred Weiss—The Sandspur, in my estimation, is one of the
to distort facts beyond their true
Plans for the coming year and an
finest papers of its type I have ever seen. It has news that
porportion.
tline of policy were effected by
is vital to every student, and has the type the students are
Panhellenic House Assn. to
Rockwell Kent's Greenland home
interested in.
e Rollins Key Society, meeting
Sponsor National Contest
is in one of the most inaccessible
last Wednesday evening in the ColDavid Bothe—Viewing the Sandspur purely from an obparts, being on an island fifty
lege Commons.
As a result of the interest miles from the nearest village of
server's standpoint of view, I would say that the news is
Hamilton Holt, Dean Winsaroused by the first annual essay any size. It is here he stayed
usually fresh and interesting. The addition of the NEA
low S. Anderson, Professors Watcontest sponsored by the Pan- through the winter and wrote and
service gives the paper a cosmopolitan atmosphere. However,
tles and Weinberg were present at
hellenic House Association, an- observed. He lived the simple life
there is much room for improvement in make-up and head
the bi-weekly dinner and took part
nouncement is made by the essay of the natives and writes about
writing.
the discussion that followed.
committee that plans for the secNext Week's Question:
ot as a scientist, coldly anaProfessor Weinberg, who was inond competition on "Why I Should lyzing, but as a human being real- Mot as chipper, perhaps, as hi
What do you think of the RoUins "plan"?
strumental in founding the Key
See New York" are completed, and ly enjoying the primitiveness of ^'as in his younger days, aiK
(Submitted by Dick Turk)
with siKht growing dimmer, E(
Society, spoke of its early history
that the second annual competition
Greenland existence. For the Howe, 81, former Atchibon, Kan
is being opened to all undergradand read sections of the original
is primitive, and he shares editor "whosie cleai^-vlsioned writ
Art Department to show it at this
uates in the colleges and univer- the dangers and pleasures with the ings in the past won him th^
constitution. The Key Society was
time.
sities of the country.
ginally a scholastic group, but
natives. His pictures, both in title, "Sage of Potato Hill," con
The exhibition will be open to
tinues
to
enjoy
life.
Here
he
r.
Entry blanks and rules for the prose and line, are ably drawn of
fulfilled the duties of an activities
visitors from 2 to 6 P. M. with
pictured after arrival at Miami
competition are available at the the natives and his remarkable Fla.,.!virhere be will spend, th;
organization.
the exception of Saturday and Sunoffice of The Rollins Sandspur and housekeeper Salamina, a widow
winter "months.
Due to the presence of 0. D. K. A collection of silk panels loaned
at offices of the English and His- who brought her two children with
and Libra on campus now, the sug- by Mrs. David M. Milton of New
tory Departments of the College. her when she came to manage his
gestion was brought forward that York, and Blowing Rock, North
The blanks are also available at house.
Key become a purely scholastic Carolina, is now on exhibition at
the contest Headquarters, 3 Mithonorary. No decision was reached. the Art Studio. Examples of both
We envy this simple life he porchell Place, New York City.
The Constitution is under process old and modern Chinese painting on
trays because there is still some
The prizes of the contest are as of the primitive in us. The comand the proposed chang- silk are shown, as well as a few
"The Voice of Youth," an eightfollows: First prize, $100 plus a plex superficialities of our life we
be presented to the group at Japanese panels. The interest of
week's stay and entertainment pro- would gladly dispense with for a page news letter which aims to be the next meeting.
Mrs. Jean Jacques Pfister in this
edited,
written,
and
published
by
vided by the Beekman Tower Ho- genuine life like that of the nacollection made it possible for the
tel, headquarters of the Panhellen- tives of Greenland, lived as it is youth, is to be published soon by
a
group
of
eight
young
people
ic House Association; or transpor- in peace and quiet and amid the
headed
by
Miss
Viola
lima.
Attention Rollins Students
tation to and from New York plus blue skies, the snows, and black
Speedometer and Shock Absorber Repairing
Miss lima started the Youth
a week's stay and entertainment rocks and the glorious, golden sunCongress. The first meeting was
provided by the Beekman Tower. ght.
wrecked by Communists in New
Second prize, $25 plus a week's
York. The Communists have at 'Specializing in all its branches'
stay; and third prize, $15 plus a
SPECIALIZED AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
Orlando
present the only well organized 480 N. Orange Ave.
week-end stay.
433-47 W. Central Ave.
Orlando, Florida
Phone 7722
youth groups in the country.
To give recognition to the colMiss
lima
has
been
associated
lege students submitting the eswith
the
National
Municipal
says which do not win first, second
League for a number of years. Toor third prize, it is planned to anThe Thanksgiving program will gether, they are trying to build up
nounce an horonable mention
award to not less than 15 students. be held in the Chapel, Wednesday an "unorganized youth movement."
This paper is not going to be a
morning, November 27, at 10:10 a.
voice for Communism, but a news
The program will be largely mu- letter, trying to fill the crying desical. It will feature two stirring mand for those who are to hear
anthems by the choir, "Hallelujah the voice of youth and should be of
For students who are unable to
Amen" from Judas Macabeus by vital importance to all students
The program for organ vesper» Handel, and "Triumph, Thanks- here a t Rollins who are interested be home for Thanksgiving, have
to be played in Knowles Memorial giving," by Rachmaninoff.
in seeing world cooperation among Lucy Little's Flower Shop teleChapel at 5:30 P. M. today follows:
graph a nice boquet of flowers to
President Holt will deliver an youth.
your family.
1. Chorale No. II (B major)— address on Andrew Carnegie, this
being the hundredth anniversary
Franck.
of his birth.
2. Pastorale "Pan"—Godard.
3. To the Evening Star (from
"Tannhauser") —Wagner.
Very latest models in
50 Christmas Cards with Your
4. Solo.
Portable typewriters with
Own Name for $1.00
can easily be achieved
the "Champion" keyboard.
5. Overture, Morning, Noon and Order now for Prompt Service.
$49.50, $62.60. The new
Night in Vienna—von Suppe.
with Peggie Hale's new
NOISELESS PORTABLE
Solo
at $67.50, $77.00, including
creation for the college
310 East Park Ave.
Canzonetta — Tchaikowski
smart carrying case. Easy
girl—the fishtail swagWilliam Vosburgs, Violinist
terms if desired.
Convenient Terms Arranged
ger back coat—of light
HOOKED RUGS — WOVEN
COMPLETE
weight w o o l
which
BAGS — INLAID WOOD —
INSURE IN SURE
SERVICE
DEPARTMENT
POTTERY
INSURANCE
makes it ideal for both
C O M P A N Y
spectacular
sport and
WE SOLICIT YOUR
39 East Pine St.
1352 Orange Avenue
Winter Park
Orlando
BUSINESS
class wear.
Near Harmon & Orlando Aves.

PRIZES OFFERED

Radical Changes
Suggested for Key
Society's '36 Plans

Collection of Silk
Panels to Be Shown
At Rollins Studio

"Voice of Yout^"
Will Be Published
Under Miss V. lima

Roy Shaw

Avalon Beauty
Salon

Dr. Holt Will Give
Thanksgiving Chapel
Address November 27

AL HUPPEL

SANITARY
MEAT MARKET

Orgran Vespers For
Wednesday Planned

STADIUM
SMARTNESS

Quality -:- Service

Underwood Sales
Agency

Rollins Press Store,

MIAMI-ROLLINS
GAME

BUICK
CADILLAC
PONTIAC
USED CARS

O'NEAL-BRANCH

Winter Park
Insurance Agency

Your
Assurance
of the Finest
Flavors

Callaway

Orange Buick
Pontiac Co.

PERRYDELL
Sororities, Fraternities, just the place for your
luncheons
Banquet Hall — Tea Room — Gift Shop — Rooms
Telephone 5461

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Corsage Specialties for Dances
CALL

Caruthers' Violet Dell Florist
San Juan Hotel, Orlando
Free Delivery Service
Phone 4434

eyy/e j^ale

330 N. Orange

Fred M. Floyd

17 So. Orange Ave.

345 E. Park Ave.

Our Distinctive Sportswear
is drawing new customers daily. Let us show
you our line of sweaters, sport slacks, sport
shirts, leather packets, sport hose—in fact, all
the new things for the young man.

Suits Priced from .. $21.50 to $65.00
Sport Trousers from $6.00 to $18.00

THE MUSIC SHOPPE, INC.
22 East Church St

Orlando, Fla.

Musical Instruments and Accessories
Also Teachers' Supplies

A complete line of dress
clothes for
affairs.

the

formal

Orlando's finest

men's shop.

J

Come on, we'll all going

LITTLE DUTCH MILL

over to have a rolling big
time.
g

Palace Roller
Skating Rink
134 S. Main St.

Oriando

Clarence Brown, Inc.
We Solicit Your Patronage
BEST SANDWICHES IN FLORIDA

San Juan Hotel Bldg.

Orlando, Fla.

"FEATURING QUALITY NOT PRICE"

International Club
Held First Meeting
Thursday Evening
The first meeting of the International Relations Club was held
at the home of. Professor Trowbridge, last Thursday night. The
President, Leo Suck, outlined the
plans for the year. Baron Bernhard Hauser spoke on Austria as
a country for tourists, students,
and resort seekers.
Professor Feuerstein described
the cultural influence Vienna has
upon the world, and touched upon
the political situation in Austria
today. Among the students representing different countries were:
Mia and Anni Rutz, Wu Kou Liu,
Leo and Henry Suck, and Baron
Hauser. The meetings of the International Relations Club will be
held every two weeks. All those
interested in coming to these informative meetings should get in
touch with Leo Suck.

Keep down the upkeep with

Shellubrication
(Modern chassis lubrication)
Shell
Station

I

T is the duty of every
Rollins student to patronize our advertisers. Our
advertisers make possible
your paper.

American Laundry
Al Huppel
Andy's Garage
Arnold's Restaurant
Auto Safety Clinic
Avalon Beauty Shop
Baggett's Service (Standard Oil)
Baker's Men's Shop
Bell Bread
Bennett Electric Shop
The Bookery
Bledsoe's Garage
Brown's Men Shop
Callaway (Rugs)
Caruther's Florist Shop
Celinda's Yarn Shop
Charles Wright (Hairdresser)
Chesterfield (Cigarettes)
College Garage
Colonial Drug Store
Costley, Chevrolet
Davis Office Supply
Dickson-Ives (Department
Store)
Duke University
Eda's Beauty Shop
Fountain Pen Shop
Frances Slater (Dress
Shop)
Gary's Drug Store
Graham Grover
Grover Morgan (Jeweler)
Johnson's Jewelry Store
Keene & Keene (Optometrist)
Lander's Drug Store
Leedy's (Department
Store)
Lee's Dairy
Little Dutch Mill (Barbecue)
Louise Nut & Candy Shop
Louis' (Dress Shop)
Lucy Little (Flower Shop)
Mabel Wicht (Dress Shop)
Magic Novelty Shop
McElroy's Pharmacy
Meer's (Dept. Store)
Midwest Radio
Music Shoppe Inc
O'Neal Branch
Orange Buick Sales
Orange Colonial Hotel
Orange Laundry
Orlando Steam Laundry
Otis Mote (Men's Shop)
Peggy Hale
Perrydell (Tea Room)
Pete the Tailor
Pruyn (Jewelry Store
Radio Service Co. (Auto
Radios)
Reily (Photographer)
Remington-Rand (Office
Supplies)
Rendezvous (Barbecue)
Ritz Beauty Salon
Rollins Press
Roller Skating Rink
Rustic Inn
Salon Vyrle
Sanitary Meat Market
Schwob (Clothiers)
Sears-Roebuck
Shaw, Roy (Used Cars)
Shell Station
Southern Dairies (Ice
Cream)
Sparks' Theatres
Steve's Garage
Thames (Marketessen)
Winter Park Insurance
Agency
Yowell-Drew (Department
Store)
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feditMals
The Flamingo Comes to Life
A new Flamingo, student literary magazine, in its larger size and in changed shape
generally, came off the press this week. It
is a publication that contrasts sharply with
the magazine of the last few years. The
Flamingo of former years was supported
solely by student subscriptions. Little attempt was made to secure advertising, and
as a result the editors had little funds to
use. The circulation was largely confined to
the student body, but the magazine was not,
we maintain, read to much extent by that
group. It was creative, but it appealed only
to the tastes of a small minority of its
financial backers. A few of the articles in
the past have received attention, but most
of them have been quite amateurish.
In the present issue the editors have attempted to select material which would appeal to a wide group of readers. This attempt was accompanied by an effort to keep
the publication literary in its strictest
sense. We have stated previously, and we
repeat now, that the magazine can keep its
creative atmosphere, its strictly literary
element, and still appeal to the whole list of
its readers. If the articles within its pages
are good, they will be read. They need not
be humorous, sensational, or colorful, but
they must be well-written articles, and something more than the product of a course in
freshman composition.
The editors announce the sponsoring of a
national secondary school short story contest. This, to us, is one of the best suggestions we have ever heard from this
campus. Such a contest should attract the
attention of students all over the country.
It should encourage these students in their
literary ambitions. It should bring some of
them to this college. It should increase the
interest and cooperation of the members of
the present student body. From every conceivable aspect the national contest idea is
an excellent one, and we offer our full support to the undertaking.
The story contest is one of several changes
in policy that are pending. Contests may
be arranged for competition in creative writing on the campus. These plans will probably be disclosed in detail in the near future.

The Flamingo which comes off the press this
week is a changed and, we feel, greatly improved magazine. We sincerely hope that
it will continue to improve, and that the
ideal of editors in future years will be to
strive for something better for each issue.
The Flamingo has at last come to life! It
should become a constantly improved factor
in the list of student activities and publications.

HE MUST HAVE A SON IN COLLEGE

(Editor's Note: The following
editorial was published in the Baltimore Sun on November 4. 1935.
Mr. J. I. France was ai recent visitor on the Rollins campus. He was
the guest of his brother Royal W.
France, professor of Economics at
Rollins.)

Customs in Costumes
The last issue of the Rollins Sandspur in
eluded an article on customs in academic
costumes that should have made the senior
class think before turning over its funds to
be spent in garbing the lower division in
gowns. The plan of the administration is
to furnish black caps and gowns for the
lowerclassmen and blue and gold outfits for
the Upper Division.
In doing so the administration is violat
ing a respected tradition. Black has always
been the attire for seniors, and no caps nor
gowns have been worn by any undergrad
uates.
This
tradition
has
been
in existence for centuries in coUegei
and universities here and abroad. We can
see no practical, sensible reason for changing it now. We do not object to clothing
the seniors in blue and gold, but we fail to
understand why freshmen should be clad in
black. The present plan is unique. To
completely turn the tables on custom and
tradition is more than unique. Uniqueness
in itself is harmless, but uniqueness carried
to the extreme approaches the ridiculous.
On Friday the senior class meets to turn
its fund over to a cause which is not only
unessential but which is also, we believe,
somewhat ridiculous. Why must the senior
class spend its funds on an unnecessary expense when the whole student body is clamoring for a student union? The fund itself
would do little toward establishing a union,
but even a small amount spent in the right
direction would be better than a large
amount wasted. The senior class might
start one of the best projects imaginable,
the establishment of a student union fund.
The suggestion, we believe, deserves consideration and thought.

Senator France Is
Editorial Subject in
"The Baltimore Sun"

WE ARE WATCHING H i y
A Berkeley (Cal.) correspondent
has written us that Theodore
Roosevelt once said; "Keep your
in Jospeh Irwin France; he is
Presidential timber." In view of
that indorsement, he adds: "Don't
you feel that you could put the
great power of your paper back of
him to promote his nomination?"
Such adventures are not to be
lightly entered upon. We have
kept our eye" on the doctor for
many years and there were times
when we thought he was going
places. And then again we had
doubts. At this moment, the doctor may be lying back in expectation of making a spring that will
astonish us all; he is a man of infinite variety. But our own notion
is that it is rather too soon to poke
up one's head in this coming G. 0.
P. shindig. In such an affray the
early bird often escapes with nothing but scars to compensate for
his courage and initiative.
We are not, however, conversant
with the understanding that is assumed to exist between Governor
Harry and the doctor. There are
frequent rumblings which we take
to mean that the doctor may be
•FATHER T A K E S A NAJ:^
harboring the impression that the
Governor is not belligerent enough.
TER THANKSGIVING DINIMER
When the doctor wants anything
he goes after it hammer and tongs,
throws big parties and makes a
noise that can be heard. Harry is
more inclined to gumshoe, a method that makes it difficult to tell
hat he is up to. In the circumI stood upon the mountain;
By R, H. LEE
stances our correspondent will unI gazed upon the plain;
derstand our embarrassment.
I
saw
a
lot
of
green
stuff;
Let's go completely Country Club. O. D. K. has taken a step
Just lately, too, Hamilton Fish,
That looked like waving grain.
of New York has butted into the
Speaking last Saturday in New York City the right direction by suggesting Rec Hall as a dance hall, but why"
stop there? If the Dean really wants to get the student body out of I took another look at it;
situation with the intimation that,
former President Herbert Hoover demandI though it must be grass,
rtain places that he won't mention, why not go all the way?
it eventuates that the plan here
ed a reversal of the monetary policies of the dents don't go to Harper's and Chris's merely to dance. Let',
But goodness To my horror;
to bring out a "favorite son" as
Roosevelt administration, which, he stated, pete in a big way. Build a new building. Make it beautiful, an
It was the freshman class.
itool-pigeon,
we shall hear somewas "gambling with the future of a nation" dance floor, a patio dance floor, a circular bar, Ray Noble every night,
—De Paulia
thing from him. If the threat is
and has already brought the country "to the a la carte service. The place would pay for itself in a month. Add
carried out we can only say that
threshold of devasting inflation."
Hoover this to our golf courses, Lake Virginia's canoes, palm trees, co-educaOf the 8000 students at CCNY, I whatever we hear from Mr. Fish,
has for some time carefully stayed in the fion, outdoor classes ( ? ) , and the college's traveling salesmen would only 3 per cent are communists, I our profound conviction is that it
political limelight, never denying that he really have something to talk about. Friday's meeting proved that according to a survey recently con- will be nothing to compare with
would run for reelection and never stating Rec Hall, no matter how glorified, never can satisfy, so let's stick it ducted by the American Legion what Mr. Fish will hear from
that he would be a candidate again. Not out until the trustees get tired, then abolish classes, and dine, drink, Post No. 717, composed of Dr. Ir- doctor.
and dance to our heart's content—what an education that would be!
by any means because he is a politician, but
ving N. Rattner, commander; facFrom the way turf is disappear
rather because he has experienced defeat,
ulty members and graduates. It is
John Lonsdale has repented. Dr. Rattner's plan to reform all American jurisprudence, was once
Hoover knows that in politics it is better and ing around campus it looks
Last week we mentioned his harsh the student communtsts, who are blacklisted by the Daughters of the
safer to criticize than to defend. As long though some new building;
American Revolution.
under way anyhow. We hear that treatment of two Cloverleaf canas Hoover continues to criticize the New
really just misguided boys, he says.
the plans for the new dormitories oeists, and it seems that one of
Deal he can stay on the front page, but once are ready for submission, and that
them was wearing a watch when
A Scotsman had to send an urhe defends his own policies of three years contracts will be let any day
the spill came. Lonsdale, driven
To solve the small school's prob- gent telegram and wired as follows:
back, he will be ignored.
The Frats and Sororities will have by a searing conscience, traced the lem, of obtaining enough football
"Bruises hurt erased afford erectlove on campus, all but the watch to the jewelers and paid the material, five Iowa high schools of
The New Deal, with all its shortcomings
; who made their house and bill. Leigh Davis countered with a mall enrollment have formed a ed analysis hurt too infections
and faults, has been the attempt to estabt now lie in it. There'll be lovely note of thanks. It's your conference and agreed to develop deed." (ten words)
lish a program in this country. Since it
The Scotsman who received it
quite
a scramble for preferred po- turn now Johnny.
has put a program into government, it must
teams of six rather than eleven immediately decided it was: "Bruce
tions in the new Fraternity row,
Ten per cent Whalen's free players.
win from or be defeated by another prois hurt. He raced a ford. He
at one will be pretty much like movie scheme caught us in its
—Brown Daily Herald
gram. If the people of the United States are another, and gone will be the exwrecked it, and Alice is hurt, too.
coils last week, and proved to us
tired of the New Deal, they will demand
.ve "We live on the other side that we don't read the ads very
In fact she's dead."
nineteen
something to take its place. They will not of the lake" rushing point. Some
Roscoe Pound, Dean of Harvard
closely. He had to remind us to
be satisfied with a return to conservatism say it means the death of Frater- read the ad, and when at last we iaw School and one of the giants of
—Boston Transcript
and "laissez faire." Hoover's criticizing nities at Rollins while others say found it nestled in among the enand "hooting" is safe, but it will never an- t'U give them a new lease on life. thusiastic praise of corselettes and
swer the question. By 1936 unless Hoover's Either way it doesn't matter much. girdles from S1.95.. to.. $5.50.. in
party leaders have chosen a program to take
We got a call from Chase Hall Leedy's space we found that he
the place of the present attempt, the votes just a minute ago which proves had our initials wrong. Maybe we
iad his ads, but he certainthey poll will not be enough to elect a that our undercover department is
Democratic governor in Texas.
still on the job. In the thick of the ly doesn't read our colu
In the Rollins
Sandspur
fray a Sandspur reporter never R. H. L., not R. E. L. ]
ad this so someone will have to
loses his head, unless somebody
ow
it
to
hiro.
Twelve Years Ago
knocks it off, as the following ache has
been able to \i\
Rules for becoming popular
We had every intention of going
At a- recent football game in Orlando a count from the battle ridden front
Rollins student was the victim of a robbery. of Chase Hall proves. The enemy to Rollins Hall's open house, but mit you are good looking, tell the
Quoting President Holt to the
An appeal was made to the local police force. took all salient points. Starting at unfortunately we lay down to get world how you could run Rollins, freshmen; Before you have been
moment's rest before the big cheer wildly for the opposing team, here long you will catch the spirThe appeal was answered by the statement Felder's room, where the home
remind the professor of the as- it of Rollins, and then to you, as
that nothing could be done about it, that the troops joined the invaders, the ad- event and didn't wake up until
vance moved unchecked, tearing morning. Sonny promised us a signment he had forgotten to give, to all the rest of the student body,
force was too incompetent to even attempt
down battlements and wrecking big evening and so did Mr. Cook slam everybody.
study will be a major sport.
to hold any suspects. This and other cases beds, through Goldsmith is a scene but twelve hours sleep helped a
A full-grown Florida cow was Warning to the freshmen: Do
impress upon us the fact that the city of of many like encounters, and met lot Sunday morning. From what
not
take Biology. The vocabulary
Orlando might as well be without police as with no resistance until they came we could see the decorations look- led up to Chase Hall one night
last week, and tied in the room of alone will floor you—all about cirwith the group which for some unknown up against "Too much is too ed pretty good. Maybi
cumpharyngeal connectives and
one
of
the
boys.
The
victim
enreason now go under the title of officers of much, Brabant". Arriving at the will tell us about it, or perhaps
tered soon after and was somewhat subesophygeal ganglia and flbroscene of the battle late, Brabant can get the boys to do it o
the law.
surprised when he came in contact vascular bundles and dorsal arterPolice throughout the South are, in near- took the situation in hand and again for us ?
with
the visitor. In the ferocious ies and so forth.
ly every case, abominable at their best. But managed to keep his bed intact al- ODDS & ENDS
truggle that followed, the bovine Four Years Ago.
though sustaining severe losses of
It is a marvel that there are not
in Orlando another argument presents itself.
was
ousted
and the owner regainbedding.
On a wet night in the KA ar(
more cases of acute indigestion
The city constantly appeals to northern
ed possession of his room.
Dick Tully loses a decision
among the students, for surely the
guests. Its Winter program is designed to
After the battle of Chase Hall, Spence's dog . . . Bastien goes
Rollins golf bugs have 1
traveling to Orlando lately due to rate at which food is consumed at
attract the tourist. Its population is repre- the invaders got out of control and for top hat, no tails and tie .
the Commons is astounding. There
sented by a large proportion of persons attacked the women and children Law, Edwards, Barrington, and the fact that the Winter Park
is no speed in eating in compariwho come to the city for the sole purpose who dwell in the quiet zone of the the top hat try swimming, tails country club has closed its course son to that of Rollins students.
Conservatory.
Not
until
they
were
for
a
month
in
order
to
let
the
of living in Orlando. Conditions are more
white tie and all. Joe Cannon reIf costumes have anything to do
awed by the magnetic eye of Lil- turns with a broken leg, a warning grass grow on the greens for a
or less the same in Winter Park.
with it, the intramural basketball
ias Parker did the looting cease.
to parachute jumpers . . . A new heavy winter season. Campus pill games, already under way, are a
Unless these two cities and particularly
We'd like to know what caused
chasers have suggested a moonOrlando, canguarantee their
c i t i z e n s he metamorphosis of Leah Jeanne addition to Lauterbach's rogues ght expedition during the coming decided success. Ordinarily shorts
common safety, their publicity programs 3artlett's Society Dirt Column in- gallery . . . The Pi Phis have a tea full moon.
seem to be the most popular con. , . Chas« Hall upsets touch footception of a uniform, with bathing
and advertising campaigns had better be to a prosaic space filler. From the
ball dope . . . Priscilla Smith be- Five Years Ago
suits running a close second.
discontinued.
They offer visitors many way it was going we were begin- comes a linesman.
Rollins is scoring in the daily
things which other cities in the country are ning to look forward to a continIf Fleet had his way, snakes bout with old Mister Depression as
f our little fight of the
unable to match. And yet when it comes to
would be looked upon as friends
Johns Hopkins university recent- rather than enemies of mankind' the students keep the wolf from
common law, they are at a loss. Incompet- first week. She was well armed,
the door by sandwiches-made-asent police are as bad as no police at all. but if the powers that be refuse to ly accepted a gift of 300 books He points out that the unjust preyou-wait, manicuring, finger-wavallow more than a social catalogue from the Italian government. An
When an officer refuses to attempt to regain
to be run under her by-line we expected anti-Fascist demonstra- judice against snakes goes back jng, typing, laundry agencies, and
to the well-known episode in the
lost property, it is high time for reorganiza- might as -well give up hoping.
tion by students failed to material- Garden of Eden where the snake it can no longer be said that coltion.
lege is a four year loaf made of
We're probably better off anyhow.
cquired a shady reputation that Dad's dough.

Footnotes

Herbert Hoover Hoots

Yesterday-

A Poor Police Force
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i, Kappas Honor Field
., Secretary at Tea on
Sunday Afternoon
The Delta Epsilon Chapter of
Kappa Kappa Gamma entertained
Sunday, with a tea honoring Miss
Marion Handy, field secretary of
the sorority. The decorations were
carried out in the sorority colors.
During the afternoon tea, sandwiches, and cakes were served.
Miss Handy arrived in Winter
Park Saturday evening, and plans
to stay till the middle of the
week. She is residing at the Kappa Kappa Gamma house.

Winners of Weekly
Contest Announced
Winners in last week's Sandspur
movie contest were A. J. Pendexter, Richard H. Lee, Mary G.
Buchanan, Donald V. Murray, and
Emilie B. Cass.
Advertising commissioner William F. Whalen has announced
that all advertisements must be
turned in by Saturday of the week
of publication. Unless they are
presented by that time no passes
will be issued to

THE

ROLLINS

SOCIAL MICMLICNTS

VERSIFIED VIEWPOINTS
The latest imposition in the college regulations
jfs the halting of the student wireless communications:—
"No student may receive and read a telegram in class
Unless of course the message is too urgent to let pass.
All cablegrams and whatnots will be sent to dormitories
To be treated there as general mail of other categories.*'
Now, first of all, this dictum sees to utterly destroy
The pleasantries occasioned by the Western Union boy.
What shall we do? How shall we act? What other way is known
To halt the sibilations of our dear Professor's drone?
What substitute is offered for this welcome intervention
Must we really spend the full two hours sitting at attention?
However, this point fades away to utter unimportance
When finding out just who it is attending to the sortance.
Just who decides, and when, and how, the urgency of telegrams
Or is that taken care of by some geometric diagrams?
Would "Come home quick it's a nine pound babe"
Or, "Heavens, I've shot Uncle Abe"
Or "Sell me a thousand American Gas"
Be urgent enough to disturb a class?
In conclusion let us formulate our only legal wail
Has anyone the right to open anybody's mail ?
Has anyone authority to upset the status quo ?
The answer, gentle reader, is a most emphatic NO.
We've pointed out the issue, we've shown you the road;
If results are not forthcoming, we shall no further goad;
Why should we worry—all our wires are in code!

Benefit Shop Will
Give Tea on Opening

Interesting Plans
Made for Meeting
Of the French Club

DUKE UNIVERSITY

The first meeting of the French
Club will be held Thursday evening at the home of Madame
Bowman on Sylvan Boulevard.
Marlen Eldredge will act as chairman. Officers will be elected. A
brief French play will be given by
the members of Madame Bowman's

son with a tea given in the shop
next to R. C. Baker's from 4 to
6 Wednesday afternoon, November 20. The only price of admisThe Winter Park Benefit Shop sion is some cast-off clothing that
will officially open the winter sea- ean be used in the rummage sale
to be held in the same shop next
Saturday from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
All are urged to attend both
functions to help this charitable
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
cause along.
DIJttHAM, N. C.
of ele
Four
consecutively (g-raduation
en each year (graduation in
years). The entrance requirer
nrp intelligence, character ar
. years of college worl
Expert Beauty Service
the
ubje
Jefferson Court Phone 5446
obtained from the De;

Salon Vyrle

For the formal affairs

Dress Accessories
Arrow or Manhattan Shirts
Collars, Ties, Studs, Links

Students interested in becoming
members of the French club should
see Madame Bowman immediately.
This year the club will be composed of people who can converse
in French and understand it. Members will be taken in throughout
the year.

Meeting of Studio
Club Held Last Week
The last meeting of the Rollins
Studio Club was held at the Chocolate Shop, Wednesday, November
13. There was an interesting discussion on modern American artists and their work. Grant Wood,
Birchfield, and Albert Ryder were
mentioned in particular. Professor
Rae attended the meeting for the
first time. He gave an interesting
turn to the conversation.
The next meeting will be on
Wednesday, November 20, at the

SANDSPUR

SWHONY PLANS
Tenth Year of Orchestra to
Start December 16
The Symphony Orchestra of
Central Florida is entering the
tenth season. It has been in rehearsal for several weeks under
its leader, Harve Clemens. It is
one of the few orchestras in the
South which has complete instrumentation, and is considered the
most important orchestra south of
Atlanta.
The instrumentation of an orchestra consists in the woodwind
section: two flutes, two oboes, two
clarinets, two basoons, four French
horns, two trumpets, three trombones, one tuba, tympani and
other percussions; in the string
quartette there are between twenty and thirty violins, eight viols,
six to eight celli and four to six
contrabasses.
Most symphonic scores are written for an orchestra of complete
instrumentation
although some
modern works require more woodwinds. Since the founding of the
Symphony Orchestra of Central
Florida, it has played the standard
symphonic works, presenting soloists from time to time.
This year there are to be five
concerts. They will be held on
Thursday nights. The first concert is scheduled for Thursday evening, December 12.

Phi Beta Hostesses
At a Supper Party
Last Sunday Night
Phi Beta fraternity entertained
at a supper party last Sunday
night at Orangewood, the home of
Mrs. George Warner, honoring its
patrons and patronesses.
A buffet supper was served
from the dining room table which
was decorated with flowers and
lighted tapers.
After dinner all the guests were
seated in the living room and
played Charades most of the evening. At the close of the game a
few of the group took part in an
impromptu improvisation.
Phi Beta is a national honorary
fraternity for

Open House, Buffet Supper,
and Teas, Features of Week
By LEAH JEANNE BARTLETT :
This week we have news of three ,
new pledgings in the sorority
group. Alpha Phi announces the
pledging of Chesley Prioleau of
Eustis, and Phi Mu announces the
pledging of Chariene Jamin, St.
Petersburg and Betty Wyner of
Boston, Massachusetts.
Phi Mu has been quite active this
past week in a social way. Last
Wednesday night the chapter was
entertained by Mrs. Beisel, Thursday the new promises were honored
with a small house party. Outside
guests were; Priscilla Eveleth, Virginia Biddle, Lois Graham and a
number of Phi Mu alumnae.
Mrs. John E. Redwine, District
President of Phi Mu from Gainesville, Georgia has been visiting the
chapter. Sunday afternoon, November 17, the chapter honored her
with a formal tea which was held at
the house. Mrs. Robert Ford and
Mrs. E. T. Brown poured. The invited guests were Phi Mu sponsors,
rushees, and representatives from
other sorority groups.
After the pledging service Sunday evening the Phi Mu pledges
were honored by a dinner held for
them at Paula's Restaurant.
Gamma Phi Beta announces
with pleasure the initiation of Jean
Astrup, on November 17, 1935.
After the ceremony, a buffet supper
was given in her honor by the active members.
The Alpha Phi actives and pledges had a steak dinner at their chapter house, Tuesday night November
12.
The past week-end the University of Florida celebrated its annual
Fall Frolics. Many Rollins students were seen there—some of
those attending were: Jack Shotz,
Florence Kelley, Opal Peters, Harriet Rose, Ruth Scott , Howard
Showalter, Simpson Penney, John
Bullock and Leah Bartlett.

Barbara Hill accompanied Helen
and Richard Brown to Jacksonville
last Wednesday, where Miss Brown
boarded the train for her home in
Nebraska.

^

Rollins Women's
Association Gives
Faculty a Picnic
The Rollins Women's Association entertained the entire faculty
and staff, with their families,
Tuesday evening, November 12, at
a big picnic held on the shore of
Lake Killarney at Professor Bradley's home.
There were about two hundred
guests present, all of whom were
amply provided with delicious picnic food which was furnished by the

Chi Omega is announcing their
new chapter President, Elizabeth
Richards who has taken the place
of Dorothy Smith, former president
who has just resigned. Meg Sinclair has been elected new ViceThere was a full moon and the
president to fill the vacancy left by party sat around an enormous bonBetts Richards.
fire during the evening's entertainLeah Jeanne Bartlett's parents, ment.
Those taking part in the proMr. and Mrs. J. E. Bartlett of Venice, Fla., stopped overnight in gram work were Mr. Pierce, guitar,
Winter Park last Friday night. Mr. Rae, harmonica, and Dr. Holt
They have just returned from the with his flute, all three of whom
north and on their trip down contributed greatly to the guests
stopped to call on several former enjoyment. Miss Hagopian, Bruce
Dougherty, Marjorie Holmes and
Rollins students.
Marjorie Weber led the singing.
Pi Beta Phi gave a formal tea Stories were told by; Dr. Holt, Mr.
at their chapter house Saturday France, Mr. Fleishman, Mr. Rae,
afternoon, November 16. The tea Mr. Foster, Mr. Trowbridge, Marwas given for the purpose of intro- jorie Holmes, Fleetwood Peeples,
ducing Mrs. C. E. Clough and Mrs. Situart Haggerty and Mrs. HutchRotival who have become patroness of the chapter.
Alpha Omega of Phi Mu was
honored by a party given for it by
Mrs. M. Beisel and her daughter,
Marjorie, on Wednesday evening,
Nov. 13, at their apartment at the
College Arms.
A delightfully informal evening
was spent playing bridge and other
games. The holder of the high
score was Mrs. Robert Ford and
the low, Leigh Davis.
The party was brought to a delightful conclusion by a birthday
surprise gift shower honoring Mildred Muccia. A large birthday
cake was presented to the guest of
honor and a delicious buffet supper

Those present beside the active
members were: Mrs. Robert Stanley, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Pfister, Virginia Biddle, PrisciUa Eveleth, Lois
Graham, Wilda Schmidt, Viola WilLouise MacPherson spent the son, Virginia Orebaugh, Heen
past week-end in Jacksonville with Campbell, Louise Weeden, Dorothy
Shepherd.
her parents.
Mrs. Gordon Spence spent ThursMrs. Rae entertained her Folk
day night at the Kappa Alpha The- Dancing Class at Tea, Sunday, at
the Florida Cabin.
ta house.

Rollins Hall Holds
Open House on
Saturday Evening
Rollins Hall entertained at an
open house last Saturday night.
Birger Wester's orchestra was
featured. The living room was
cleared for dancing, which lasted
from 9 to 12 p. m. Punch, sandwiches and cookies were served in
the dining room.
All the men's rooms were open
for inspection.
Mr. Cook, Dr. and Mrs. Holt, and
Dr. and Mrs. Campbell chaperoned
for the evening.

Dr. 0. P. Fairchild
Lectures in Seminar
Dr. 0. P. Fairfield, author of
"The Italian Renaissance in Art"
and former head of the art department at Lawrence College, Appleton, Wisconsin, gave, by popular request, a second lecture on
Egypt, based on a recent visit.
This comprised the schedule for
last Thursday's

Palm Beach Tuxedos
Coat and Trousers

$18.50
Regular Tuxedos, in black or
the new Midnight Blue

$20.00 and up
Frances Slater

(about three days delivery)

San Juan Hotel Bldg.

R.C. BAKER, INC.

Orlando, Fla.

r Mildness
etter Taste

CHARLES WRIGHT
Hair Dresser
9 Washington Arcade
Orlando, Fla.
Phone 3522

Quality

RENDEZVOUS BAR-B-Q
THREE MINUTES' DRIVE FROM THE CAMPUS
JUST NORTH OF WINTER PARK

T. G. LEE, DAIRY
Grade A Raw Milk and Cream—Quality Products
Our Cows Are Milked in a Parlor
WE SERVE ROLLINS
Phone 7300, Orlando

STOP SHIMMY

AUTO SAFETY CLINIC
Corner of Garland & Colonial, Orlando

STUDENTS!
A highly specialized Laundry and
Dry Cleaning Service—Don't take
chances with your clothes.

AMERICAN LAUNDRY &
CLEANING CO.
Campus A g e n t - B I L L CARMODY-Phone 39

O 1933. Li«MT & MYMS TOSACCO CO.
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N e w s and
Views of
Sports
By Jack

MacGaffin

An open date may be more than
welcome to McDowell and his
squad, but it doesn't seem to make
life any easier for this writer.
Being a columnist is difficult
enough even when there is something to write about. The few
people who do read this are recommended to give it up with the
end of the football season.
The Freshmen, however,
have
been far from idle. In spite of the
bruising they took from Miami,
eleven men were mustered together to play Stetson last Friday
night in DeLand. The first half
ended -with the home team six
points ahead, but in the second
half the Tars came back to push
over three touchdowns, winning
the game 18-6. Cetrulo, Law, and
Kirby showed that they could offer tough competition for the varsity backs next year.
If the S. I. A. A. still rules the
roost next year, this season's
freshman showing should be indicative of a good varsity for
1936.
However, that is rather far
in the future to be discussed at
this point. The present varsitj
troubles are serious enough without worrying about next year.
The Miami game is the next or
the varsity schedule. To most of
us it is probably the most important event on the Tar's program.
This year Rollins will again be the
underdog, but unlike last year the
game will be played in Miami. The
Hurricanes always put on i
show and their followers turn out
en masse to cheer them on.
erything else being equal this may
have enough psychological effect to
win the game for the Miamians.
Since Stetson defeated Tampa,
Rollins victory over Miami and
Stetson would mean a tie for the
small college championship of the
state. This distinction seems to
be becoming more coveted as time
goes on and to keep Tampa
Stetson from claiming it, would be
a feather in the Tar's cap. This
championship has distinct possibilities for the future. A postseason game between the winnei
-"' ;-,'me northern team would do
• bf)ih for Florida and the
•.•,!it:ting college.

New Recreational
Pastime Initiated
Attempting to popularize roller
skating as a sport in this locality
the Palace Roller Skating Rink is
contemplating the designation of £
regular weekly Rollins Night. Also in the plans of the managemeni
is the possibility of roller-skate
hockey. Undergraduates would be
invited to take part in this activity.
In attempting to work up interest in the Rollins Night the Palace
Roller Skating Rink is anxious to
make a connection with some fraternity to undertake sponsorship of
the project. Thursday is the night
under consideration as the most appropriate time.
The Palace Roller Skating Rink
is located at 134 South Main Street,
Orlando, and offers an opportunity
to skate every evening with free
instruction for novices and skates
available for those who do not have
their own. Further information
may be obtained from the sports
editor of the Sandspur.
Arle Davis of Oklahoma kicked
23 extra points from placement
in one game—Oklahoma vs. Kingfish, in 1917. Balance sheet: Oklahoma 179, K.F., 0.

B TEAM WHIPS

IN THE WORLD OF SPORTS

MIAMI FAVORED TO
TOP TARS IN LITTLE
IN THIHD WEEK FOUR TILT FRIDAY

•n nn r

K. A. Leads Fraternities With
Straight Wins
Tar Backfield
Revamped
In Preparation
For Tilt
With Hurricanes as Chance Of "Little
Four'
The K. A.'s with fine teamwork
Championship
Tie Hangs In Ballance
and a squad of good players
Mclnnis Rips Baby Hatter's
Line to Star in Last
Game for Rollins
Coming back in the second half
to overtake the six to nothing lead
of the Stetson Freshmen, a badly
battered Rollins B Team submerged its injuries to win its second
victory out of three starts from
the Baby Hatters on Hulley Field
in DeLand last Friday night. The
final score was 18 to 6.
From the opening whistle to the
rest period between halves the
Hatters had everything their own
way. Rollins took the ball only
twice and was then unable to make
any yardage and kicked. On the
other hand the home team completed eight consecutive passes.
In the second quarter Rollins
took possession of the ball on its
one-yard line and kicked out to
the forty. Two passes, Warren to
Van, brought the ball in Stetson's
possession within the five-yard
markers and Smith crashed the
line for the tally.
The Tar scores came in the second half. Taking the ball on their
own twenty, the Rollins team,
working with a new vitality, marched down the field for the first
score with Cetrulo skirting a wing
to reach the end zone.
In the final quarter, two marches, one of sixty and one of fifty
yards, accounted for two more
touchdowns. Kirby carried the ball
each time, as a fast wilting Stetson line gave way before the
blocking of Mclnnis and his teammates.
Stetson, by not allowing the
game to be postponed after the
Rollins squad had suffered heavily
at the hands of Miami B team last
Monday, forced the use of Cleveland Mclnnis as a substitute
guard. Mclnnis, playing his last
game in a blue and gold jersey,
was easily the outstanding player
on the field, despite the fact that
he has been out of uniform since
the middle of last season. His
blocking was excellent and flanked
by the promising Dennis he was
able to rip hole after hole in the
opposing line.
Kirby, declared ineligible for
varsity play because of his late
arrival at school last year, was
the outstanding man in the backfield. He scored two touchdowns
and was responsible for many
yards gained on running plays.
Only three passes were attempted by the Tars. One was incomplete when the Hatters' linemen
crashed through rushing Cetrulo
on the throw.
Easily the outstanding man for
the Hatters was Warren whose
accurate passing and running were
directly responsible for their lone
score. If a Stetson receiver had
not missed a pass into the end
zone the score would have been
less onesided. Stetson also missed
another opportunity to tally when
she fumbled on the Tars' goal
line.
The Rollins backfield of Cetrulo,
Kirby, Brady and Law, played a
full sixty minutes of the game
while only four substitutions were
used in the line. Kishel and Mc-

COLONIAL ORANGE COURT

The University of California continued its winning ways when it
smashed Washington, 14-0, at Berkeley. With Tenney running interference, U. C. Halfback Fowler is shown making a big gain in that
battle.

Orlando Vets Top
Cloverleaf and Pi
Rollins Faculty in
Phi Win in First
Tennis Last Week
Basketball Games
Pi Phi and Cloverleaf were the
victors in the opening game of the
Women's Physical Education basketball tournament.
The Pi Phi's upset the Gamma
Phi's, 23-13, in a well contested
game wth Eileen Gallagher leading the winner's offense with 17
points. Caroline Crosby lead the
scoring for the Gamma Phis with
12 points.
With Anne Whyte and Mary
Acher leading the attack, Cloverleaf won from Kappa Alpha Theta
by the score of 24-13 in the second game. Jeanette Lichtenstein
featured on the loser's team by
tallying 12 points.

Last Friday, the Eollins faculty
tennis team played four doubles
matches at Orlando, losing two,
•winning one, and tying the other,
against four teams representing
that city. McGill and Lambert
(Orlando) defeated Hutching and
Davis, 7-5, 6-4. Johnson and Carr
beat Kinsler and Waddington of
Rollins 6-2, 6-2. Ward and Howard,
members of the Rollins' faculty
were the victors in a match with
West and Piatt of Orlando, 4-6,
6-3, 6-3. Thc other match resulted
in a tie 4-6, 6-4, 9-9, when Foster
and Trowbridge came back at
Johnson and Balch of Orlando, after the latter had them at set
point a number of times.

Faculty Tournament
In Tennis to Start Wofford Record Not
Under the direction of ProfesImpressive So Far
sor Kinsler, a tennis tournament
for members of the Rollins Faculty and Staff is being arranged for
the near future.
IHatches in
both singles and doubles play will
be arranged. All those interested
should sign up on the entry list
posted on the bulletn board in
Carnegie Hall as soon as possible

Wofford College, which is coming
to Leesburg November 29, to meet
the Tars, has not had an impressive schedule so far this year. The
team has played six games, several
with much stronger teams from
larger colleges, winning one, tying
one, and losing four.
The Washington and Lee Eleven
Innis came in for Lockhart and
Scanlon early in the first period
and Penny started the second
quarter for Kishel, whose knee,
twisted in the Miami game, was
bothering him. Lockhart replaced
Taken care of by the month
Penny in the fourth quarter. Daunis,
Dennis, Turk, Weiss and
Washing and Simonizing
Hume were the other Tar lineCome in and get our prices.
Van and Herber started at the

Automobiles

ends for Stetson with Kelly and
Swanson at tackles and Anderson
and Mason guards flanking Kirkland at center. The backfield was
Smith, McClullan, Warren and
Hall.

Baggets Service
standard Station
Corner E. Park and Fairbanks

Fresh Salted Nuts of All Kinds
Potter's freshly made chocolates, bon bons. and home
made candies. Orders taken
for parties.

Magic Novelty Shop

Louise's Nut & Candy Shop

132 N. Orange Ave., Orlando

105 New England Ave., Ph. 79

walked off with two victories in
last week's intramural touch football. The Phi Delt's won once and
Chase Hall split two games. The
X Club lost their only game and
the Theta Kappa Nus took it on
the chin twice.
On Tuesday the K. A.'s beat the
Theta Kappa Nus 12 to 0. Ih the
first quarter Bill Whalen passed
to Wilson Scanlon for 25 yards and
a touchdown. A long pass from
Whalen to Tully put the ball on the
5-yard line from which point Tully
rounded end for the second score.
Both tries for extra point were
stopped.
The whole K. A. team played
well and as a unit, while
Hank
Lauterbach and Al Stoddard featured the Theta Kappa Nus.
Chase Hall lost to the Phi
Delt's 7 to 6 when the fraternity
team made their extra point on a
pass from Smith to Andrews. They
had scored the touchdown when
Twitchell intercepted Makemson's
pass. With three minutes left
Chase scored on a 30 yard run by
Giltinan and a pass from Brownell to Cross. The pass for extra
point was knocked down.
In the first of Thursday's games
the K. A.'s smothered the X Club
20 to 0. Whalen threw three passes for touchdowns; two to Si Vario
and one to Wilson Scanlon. Hs
made good two dropkicks out of
three for the extra points.
Chase Hall marched down the
field and scored the only touchdown of the game with the Theta
Kappa Nus on a pass from Brownell to Minott as soon as they got
the ball. Brownell failed on an
end run for the extra point. Art
Brownell and Jack Llakemson were
outstanding for Chase.
Yesterday the Phi Delta Theta
Seven met the Rho Lambda Nu
team in the early period, while in
the second game the Chase Hall
and Kappa Alpha teams clashed
with the Chaseites trying to upset the powerful fraternity team.
managed to win an 18-0 victory
over Rollins' future opponent, who
bowed to The Citadel after defeating a Guilford team to the tune of
18-6.
Wofford's fourth game cam*
out in a 0-0 tie with Rollins' opponent of last year, Erskine, but the
next week Catawba won a 20-6
victory, and Furman was the victor
by a count of 29-0 on Nov. 18,
Newberry topped the South Carolina team last Friday 18-6.

Bridge Prizes

Remington Rand Agency

Served from
11:30 a. m.
to
9:00 p. m.
THREE PRIVATE DINING ROOMS
North Orange Avenue
Orlando

H

STEISON CLAIMS
"LITTLE 4" TITLE

TOUCH FOOTBALL AVERAGES
ZOTO'S WAVES

C. L. Pruyn

Step out in front
They are beautiful, comfortable.
No machine or electricity
Electrolysis (6 needles)

Watches and Jewelry

The Ritz Beauty
Salon
123 Morse Blvd.

New line of gifts and
Antiques
Expert Watch and Jewelry
Repairing
East Park Avenue Opposite

The Rollins
Sandspur
is on sale at the following
stores in
Winter Park:

Rollins Press
Lander's Drug Store
Rollins Chocolate Shop

Andy's Garage
Expert Repairing of All
Make Cars
226 Church St.

TEAM
Kappa Alpha
Chase Hall
Phi Delta Theta
Theta Kappa Nu
X Club
Rho Lambda Nu

Won Lost
3
0

Pet.
1.000
.500
.500
.333
.000
.000

Orlando:

Phone 427J

Walgreen's Drug Store

GRILL ROOM
SPECIAL
THANKSGIVING
DINNER

Meeting the favored Miami Hurricanes at Miami Friday night, the
Rollins Tars will go on the field in their last chance to tie up the
"Little Four" championship in a three way tie, a championship which
Stetson now feels over-sure of winning. There will be no motorcade.
Dopesters state firmly tha
Hurricanes should overcome the rest since their Armistice Day tilt
Tars. As proof of their stand with the Alabama State Teachers
they point to the records of the and the team has been steadily imteams. Tampa, the fourth mem- proving all season. Miami will be
ber of the unofficial league con- just recovering from a game with
stituting the "Little Four", was Wake Forest last Friday, which
able to win over Miami by only they won by a lone field goal, 3-0.
one touchdown but overcame the
At a meeting of the AdminisTars in a one-sided game to the
tration of the College last Friday
tune of 19-6.
it was decided not to permit any
Stetson, the last team which
motorcade to Miami this year.
will meet the Tars this season,
The motorcade to the home of the
was able to beat Miami by only
Hurricanes two years ago was a
one point and last Friday whipped
great success and very popular
Tampa, 9-7, while Southeastern
with the undergraduates. However,
Louisiana who beat the Rollins
the Administration did not feel
team on their Florida trip, bowed
that time could be spared, so it
to the Hurricanes in a close game.
has been said, from class work for
These scores, together with the a "general exodus" this year.
fact that the Tars will be playing
Individual students will be perbefore an unsympathetic crowd in
mitted to make the trip if they
their game away from home, give
fulfill the usual routine for getthe Hurricanes their basis for opting week end permissions, being
timism.
excused from classes and the girls
On the other hand, the Blue and presenting permissions from home
Gold gridmen have had a good and invitations from hostesses in
Miami for the week end.. These
arrangements must be made by
tonight.
ral changes ha
take
place in the Rollins line-up for
Friday's game. -Bohunk Young,
who tore through Jim Mobley's
holes in the Alabama Teachers'
line, will start in the backfield and
Defeat of Tampa Last Friday Chick Prentice, whose passing was
Basis for Statement
one of the high-lights in the Armistice Day contest, will replace
The Stetson Hatters, who are the battered Murray. Howe and
scheduled to play Rollins on De- Carmody are also slated to start
cember 6, claimed the Florida in the backfield for the Tars.
"little four" championship Friday
The line will remain substantialnight by administering a 9-7 de- ly the same as in the recent games.
deat to the University of Tampa Levy and Powell are picked for the
Spartans.
wing positions outside of Greaves
Stetson's winning margin came and Baker at the tackles. Ken
early in the first period on a bad Solomons, if his injured elbow
pass from center to Cox of Tampa permits, may start in one of the
behind the goal after the Spar- tackle positions. Jim Mobley is
tans had held on the four-yard practically assured of his regular
line.
berth at guard while the other
Both teams scored during the side of center will be filled by
third period. Rodrigues, substi- either Argyris or Brown.
tuting for McCartney, found the
The center position will be, as
key to the Hatters' defense and in usual, split between Danny Wisix plays crossed their goal. God- nant and Carroll Goodwin.
win's placement accounted for the
The revamped backfield conadditional point.
tains no signal-caller so that asThe lead stopped when a Tampa signment will probably go to Tom
player was caught roughing on the Powell, veteran stalwart, at end.
first play after the kickoff, thus
Reserves who will undoubtedly
penalizing the Spartans 15 yards, see service are Murray, tripleand six more points were gained threat back whose running is
by Smith's 37 yard dash for a rapidly developing up to that of
Stetson touchdown followed by a Miller's, George Miller, the Leesplacement by Wotring.
burg flash who has spark-plugged
Rollins held its unofficial title as the Tars more than once, and Bob
winner of Florida's "little entente" Johnson who acquitted himself
until the 19-6 defeat by Tampa well as a blocking back in the
on November 6.
Alabama game.

Keene & Keene
Optometrists and Manufacturing Opticians
"See Keene for Keen Sight"
102 N. Orange Ave., Orlando
Phone 4967

Bennett Electric
Shop
242 E. Park Av

Face Powder and Cream
Kodaks and Films

Get a trade-in value for
your old Pen on a new
Wahl, Parker, or Conklin

We offer you prompt, reliable, and guaranteed radio repair

Factory service at factory prices.

W. C. Ford, Jr. (Rollins '29)
478 N. Orange Ave.
Across from Avalon Hotel
Phone 5828

We Carry a Complete Line of
Tooth Paste—Shaving Preparations

Clocks—Watches

In radio, Progress is advancing faster than at any time in
history.
We are pleased to announce that our service department
maintains the most medern repair equipment designed by

RADIO SERVICE CO.

DON'T FORGET

FOUNTAIN PEN
SHOP
(next to Louis', Orlando)

and everything a complete drug store should have.
Rubbing Alcohol—Full Pint, 19c

LANDERS' DRUG STORE
The Smile Factory
PHONE 101

FOR

SUDDEN SERVICE

